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This research article describes the analysis of electron microscope images of ice-embedded samples, recorded using different imaging
protocols. The image analysis was carried out to detect differences in the samples after imaging using different imaging protocols, as well
as in the resulting image contrast. The report contains the following incorrect data analysis: Fig. 5a shows an analysis of power spectra
calculated from images of tobacco mosaic virus, recorded using a newly developed imaging protocol (LINDA) and a more conventional pro-
tocol (HiFlux). The spectra shown in Fig. 5a suggest that peaks due to layer lines originating from the virus extend to higher resolution for
LINDA imaging, compared to HiFlux imaging. The peaks in question are indicated by two arrows. The interpretation of these two peaks is
incorrect because their positions do not coincide with the expected positions of layer lines originating from the virus (the positions of peaks
in both spectra at lower resolution do coincide with the expected layer line positions). The spurious peaks most likely are the result of a
limited range of defocus values present in the data. This led to false peaks in the spectrum produced by the contrast transfer function cor-
rection (Eq. (1)). The power spectrum analysis was improved and repeated for both the LINDA and HiFlux data sets. The spectra obtained
with the new analysis no longer indicate a significant improvement of image contrast when the LINDA protocol is used. Other results pre-
sented in the article remain unaffected by this correction.
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